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The Circle of Life
As people, we believe our lives will follow the straight path we’ve designed 

for ourselves, but in reality the unexpected twists and turns along the way 

repave our best-laid paths into something that usually resembles a squiggle. 

These deviations often take us to better places than we could have originally 

imagined for ourselves, and sometimes—surprisingly—lead us back to the 

very place we started. 

Such is the case for me. After a 10-year hiatus, I’m back at Business 

Connect magazine, this time serving as their Senior Editor. And I couldn’t be 

happier about it! So how did I get there and back in the first place? I’m glad 

you asked. 

The Early Years
Back in 2005, before Facebook, Twitter, and smartphones were fixtures in 

our lives, I was a sophomore studying journalism at Seattle University. Each 

summer I returned to Utah to visit friends and family and wanted to make the 

most out of my time away from school by interning in my field.

Though I had always dreamed of being a newspaper writer, I’d grown 

disillusioned by the field after an internship with a Seattle newspaper, and I 

began to wonder if the demanding newspaper industry and its focus on “If it 

bleeds, it leads” was really for me. 

I searched for a non-newspaper internship before landing on an open 

writing one at Lumin Publishing in my hometown of Sandy. I hurriedly applied 

and remember hobbling into their offices on crutches for my interview 

because I’d recently broken my ankle. Lumin’s happier vibe, friendly staff, and 

in-office foosball table sucked me in, and I hoped I’d get selected. 

I was thrilled to get the internship and began writing stories for their Zions 

Bank publication, Community, and their new business magazine, Connect. 

(Later renamed Business Connect.)

Covering travel, culture, and people during my time at Lumin Publishing 

reignited my passion for writing and showed me what I was meant to do: 

write and edit magazines. 

When summer ended I headed to France to study abroad, but I stayed in 

touch with Lumin Publishing, even receiving my first freelance paycheck from 

them for a story I wrote for Connect magazine. 

Coming Full Circle
Cut to 2015. I’d been living, editing, and writing in Utah for eight years 

when I got a new message on LinkedIn about a possible career opportunity 

with Lumin Publishing. I hadn’t spoken to anyone at Lumin Publishing in 

years, but was intrigued and looking to take on a new challenge. 

They showed me the beautiful iPad app designed to house the new digital 

version of Business Connect (which was originally shuttered as a print 

publication in 2008 when the economy crashed), and I immediately wanted 

to be a part of it. 

This issue marks my second at the helm of the new digital Business 

Connect magazine, and we plan to build it into Utah’s premier business 

publication. One with helpful, practical content for business owners, 

entrepreneurs, and those eager to learn about Utah’s ever-growing business 

climate. Did I mention it’s completely free?

Join us on the journey and let us know how we can make Business 

Connect even better by emailing me at jwillden@luminpublishing.com.

businessconnectutah.com
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